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A detailed analysis of the origins of vibrational frequency shifts of diatomic molecules (I2 and ICl) in a rare
gas (Xe) liquid is presented. Specifically, vibrationally adiabatic mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics
simulations are used to obtain the instantaneous frequency shifts and correlate the shifts to solvent
configurations. With this approach, important mechanistic questions are addressed, including the following:
How many solvent atoms determine the frequency shift? What solvent atom configurations lead to blue shifts,
and which lead to red shifts? What is the effect of solute asymmetry? The mechanistic analysis can be generally
applied and should be useful in understanding what information is provided by infrared and Raman spectra
about the environment of the probed vibrational mode.

1. Introduction

Vibrational spectra of solutes in condensed phases are
frequently used as probes of the environment of the active
mode(s). The interactions of the solute with its surroundings
affect its vibrational frequencies leading to line shifts and line
broadening or, in some cases, motional narrowing. To under-
stand what these modifications of the spectral features tell us
about the solute environment, it is critical to have a molecular-
level picture of the mechanisms of vibrational frequency shifts.
Such mechanistic understanding is relevant to an increasing body
of research as more complex systems are subjected to study
and as the development and application of nonlinear spectro-
scopic techniques that can probe the frequency autocorrelation
function continues.

One motivation for such study is that recently there has been
significant interest in the properties of liquids confined on the
nanometer length scale. Such nanostructured porous materials
have numerous potential applications in catalysis, optical
materials, sensing, separations, and biology, and their relevance
continues to increase as new synthetic techniques are developed.
Infrared and Raman spectroscopy are often used as experimental
probes of the structure and dynamics of porous materials, but
the factors that determine the spectra in systems with nanoscale
structure1-22 are not well-established, complicating the inter-
pretation. In particular, the effect of confinement in porous
materials such as reverse micelles and sol-gels on the vibrational
spectra of liquids have been the subject of a number of
studies.3,4,11-19,23-26 A better understanding of the molecular-
level mechanisms determining the vibrational spectra is needed
to fully interpret measured spectra of nanoconfined liquids and
solutes dissolved therein. The approaches described in this paper
can provide this insight into the mechanisms by allowing the
assignment of the solvent structural arrangements and motions
that give rise to vibrational line shifts and dephasing.

Specifically, we present a number of methods for analyzing
the results of vibrationally adiabatic mixed quantum-classical
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.27 These simulations
allow feedback between the solute and solvent by allowing the

solute vibrational wavefunction to influence the solvent atom
dynamics and vice versa. Moreover, the mixed quantum-
classical approach provides extremely accurate instantaneous
frequency shifts27-29 and allows those frequency shifts to be
connected with the solvent positions and dynamics. As has been
demonstrated previously, careful analysis of mixed quantum-
classical trajectory information can lead to deep insights about
the mechanistic origins of vibrational frequency shifts in a
liquid29,30and analogously, for vibrational relaxation as well.31

In this paper, we illustrate these approaches by application
to two test systems, I2 or ICl in liquid Xe. These provide useful
illustrations of the mechanistic information that can be extracted,
simplified by the single vibrational mode and the atomic solvent;
the comparison of a symmetric and an asymmetric solute is also
interesting. The vibrational spectral and relaxation properties
of I2 in Xe have been extensively studied experimentally32,33

and theoretically,34-44 with most of the work focusing on the
vibrational relaxation of highly excited I2 in Xe at different
temperatures and densities. The vibrational energy decay was
found to scale linearly along the time axis at different temper-
atures and densities,32-34 consistent with the “isolated binary
collision” (IBC) model.45-48 This model is frequently used to
describe vibrational frequency shifts and energy transfer in
liquids as well as dense gases (although a physical definition
for a “collision” can be problematic in a liquid). In a recent
study, Larsen and Stratt41 were able to recover the short-time
dynamics of vibrational relaxation for I2 in Xe using an
instantaneous normal-mode analysis based on binary interactions
between solute-solvent pairs that are mutual nearest-neighbors.
Their work indicated that these binary contributions to the rate
are much more important than the corresponding ternary
contributions from interactions between a solute and two solvent
atoms. Li and Thompson29,31 found, using mixed quantum-
classical simulations with analogous, but cruder, analysis
techniques to those presented here, that more than one solvent
atom is involved in the relaxation, but only a few atoms
participate significantly; the microscopic picture obtained was
consistent with the presence of solute-solvent “collisions”
implicit in the IBC model but contradicted the notion that they
were isolated or binary. Further, they found that the leading* Corresponding author.
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contributions come from solvent atoms that are either near the
ends of the I2 molecule or very close to the center.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics approach for
simulating the frequency shifts and determining the contributions
of each solvent atom is described in section 2. The results of
the simulations are presented in section 3, where the origin of
the vibrational line shift distribution is examined using a number
of analysis tools. Finally, some concluding remarks are given
in section 4.

2. Methods

2.1. Theory. We have used vibrationally adiabatic, mixed
quantum-classical simulations to analyze the microscopic origins
of frequency shifts of I2 in liquid Xe. This approach has been
described in full detail elsewhere;27 here, we discuss the relevant
features. The full classical Hamiltonian for the system can be
written as follows:

wherer andeare the bond distance and orientation coordinates
of the diatomic solute with corresponding momentapr andpe,
Q ) (Q1, Q2, ..., QN) are the coordinates of the solute center-
of-mass andN-1 solvent atoms with corresponding momentaP
) (P1, P2, ..., PN), µ is the solute reduced mass, andmj is the
mass of solvent atomj. The potential energy,V(r, e, Q), is
described using a Morse potential for the I2 bond distancer
plus pairwise Lennard-Jones potentials for all solute-solvent
and solvent-solvent interactions. We impose a mixed quantum-
classical adiabatic approximation for the I2 vibration, in which
the “fast” solute vibration is described quantum-mechanically
while all other degrees of freedom are governed by classical
equations of motion. The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian hˆr

is as follows for a given set of center-of-mass positions and
momenta:

For fixed values of the classical variables,e, pe, and Q, the
vibrational Schro¨dinger equation is solved for the adiabatic
vibrational states,φn, and corresponding energies,En:

These solutions depend implicitly on time through the changes
in the classical variablese, pe, andQ. A vibrationally adiabatic
Hamiltonian is then generated with the solved eigenfunction
and energy level for staten,

which determines the equations of motion for the classical
variables. In the present work, the classical trajectory is
propagated in the ground state,n ) 0. It is important to note

that in this approach the solute vibrational wavefunction
influences the solvent dynamics just as the solvent dynamics
influence the solute vibrational wavefunction.

The vibrational line shifts at each time step can be decom-
posed into contributions from particular solute-solvent interac-
tions to provide detailed insight into the mechanism of the shifts.
The present study focuses on solvent configurations that give
rise to a distribution of fundamental frequenciesω01 ) ∆E01/p.
The transition energy between any two statesm andn consists
of the differences in the kinetic energy and the potential terms
betweenm andn:

where

Here,ν̂Rj(r) is the pairwise interatomic potential between atom
R and atomj. Note that solvent atomj interacts with the two
solute atoms,A and B, through the solute-solvent potential
terms,ν̂Aj(rRj) andν̂Bj(rRj). Because solute-solvent interactions
are modeled by a pairwise additive potential, their contributions
∆Vmn

(j) to the transition energy are additive. The∆Vmn
(j) contri-

butions depend explicitly on solvent coordinates Qj and the
solute orientatione. In addition, it and remaining terms vary
with e, pe, andQ through implicit dependence onφm andφn.
Such implicit solvent effects cannot be decomposed into a sum
over pairwise solute-solvent interactions, but can be shown to
have the same sign for the most part as∑j)2

N ∆Vmn
(j) . The energy

gap ∆Emn can also be expressed in terms of vibrational line
shifts ∆ωmn, relative to the gas-phase frequency:

where

Solute-solvent potential terms∆V01
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tive; the other terms that depend implicitly one, pe, andQ are
grouped together as∆ωmn

(0). Upon analyzing these contribu-
tions, we can gain insight into the mechanism.

2.2. Simulation Details.In this work, a single solute molecule
was simulated within a solvent of 255 Xe atoms. Standard
Lennard-Jones parameters were used to describe solute-solvent
and solvent-solvent interactions.49 The intramolecular I2 in-
teraction was described by a Morse potential.50 Potential
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The solution was modeled at a density of 2.5 g/cm3 or F* )
F/σXe

3 ) 0.79 in a cubic box of length 28.16 Å. Periodic
boundary conditions with the minimum image convention were
used.49 At a simulation temperature of 244 K, trajectories were
generated using constant energy (NVE) molecular dynamics
with velocity rescaling during the initial classical equilibration
and the first 10 ps of the mixed quantum-classical equilibration
stage. Twelve trajectories in then ) 0 ground state were
propagated for each solute considered. For the purpose of
efficiency, only the lowest three vibrational states are included
when diagonalizing the quantum Hamiltonian to solve the
vibrational Schro¨dinger equation at each time step. Each
trajectory consisted of a classical warm-up stage of 750-887.5
ps with time steps of 2.5 fs, followed by a mixed quantum-
classical warm-up stage of 100 ps with time steps of 1 fs and
a 2 ns data collection stage with a time step of 1 fs. The reported
mean and variance for each variable of interest was obtained
by simple block averaging over 12 trajectories. Error bars were
calculated at a 95% confidence level using the studentt
distribution.51,52

3. Results and Discussion

When a solute is placed in solution, dynamic fluctuations in
the intermolecular interactions with the solvent modify the solute
vibrational frequencies; that is, there is spectral diffusion. The
vibrational frequency fluctuations determine the line shape in
the infrared or Raman spectra. Further, nonlinear spectroscopic
techniques can probe the spectral diffusion relatively directly
in a number of systems. While these spectroscopic properties
provide insight into the environment of the solute, a microscopic
physical picture often must be inferred rather than obtained
directly. The present simulations offer a direct, atomic-level view
of the origins of the spectral diffusion of the fundamental
vibrational transitions of dilute I2 and ICl in liquid Xe. To
elucidate the mechanism by which asymmetry in the ICl
molecule leads to changes in the vibrational spectrum, simula-
tions were also carried out for two alchemical mutations of the
ICl molecule, one in which the I mass is used for both atoms
and another in which the I and Cl Lennard-Jones parameters
are switched.

3.1. Distribution of Vibrational Line Shifts. A key way to
view the effect of solvent interactions on the solute vibration is
through the normalized distributionP(∆ω) of instantaneous
vibrational line shifts∆ω. This distribution was calculated for
each solute from the simulations described in section 2.2, and
the results are shown in Figure 1. In Table 2, the values of the
average frequency〈ω〉 relative to the gas-phase frequencyω0,

and the root-mean-square fluctuation,x〈(ω-ω0)
2〉, are given.

The simulations show both I2 and ICl blue shifted by about 3
cm-1 in liquid Xe relative to the gas phase. The ICl frequency
is slightly more blue shifted,〈ω〉 - ω0 ) 3.4 cm-1, than that
of I2 at 2.7 cm-1. Further, the width of the distribution of

frequencies, as measured byx〈(ω-ω0)
2〉, is greater for ICl

(5.0 cm-1) than for I2 (3.5 cm-1). These effects can be seen in
Figure 1, where the normalized distribution of ICl line shifts is
compared to that of I2. The ICl distribution has a comparatively
long tail on the blue-shifted side (∆ω ) ω - ω0 > 0). It is this
blue-shifted tail that accounts for a broader standard deviation
and for a slightly larger average line shift. In other words, the
asymmetric ICl molecule experiences a greater percentage of
strong blue-shifting interactions with the liquid Xe solvent than
does the symmetric I2.

The distributions of frequencies for the two fictitious solutes
mentioned above give some indication of the mechanistic origin
of stronger ICl frequency shifts in liquid Xe. First, a solute with
the atomic masses of I2 was modified by using potential
parameters appropriate for ICl. In simulations using this solute,
the distribution of vibrational line shifts is narrower than that

of I2, with x〈(ω-ω0)
2〉 ) 2.8 cm-1. Further, the average line

shift is 2.1 cm-1 compared with 2.7 cm-1 for I2, indicating that
strong blue-shifting interactions are less prevalent; this is
confirmed by an examination of the distribution plotted in Figure
1 in which the blue-shifted tail is less extensive for this fictitious
solute than for I2. This suggests that the lighter mass of the Cl
atom, not its smaller size, is responsible for an increased
percentage of strongly blue-shifting ICl-solvent interactions.
In addition, a smaller atomic radius appears to reduce the
incidence of strongly blue-shifting interactions, possibly by
reducing the “collisional” cross section. This can also be seen
from the results for the second fictitious solute, for which the
atomic masses are the same as ICl but the I and Cl potential
parameters are switched. For this solute, the distribution of line

shifts is even broader than for ICl, withx〈(ω-ω0)
2〉 ) 5.6

cm-1, and the average line shift is more blue shifted with〈ω〉
- ω0 ) 3.8 cm-1. From Figure 1, it is clear that the blue-shifted

TABLE 1: Potential Parameters

I-Xe Cl-Xe Xe-Xe I-I I-Cl

Lennard-Jones49 σ (Å) 3.94 3.73 4.10
ε (K) 323.7 196.1 221.6

Morse50 De (eV) 1.547 2.152
R (Å-1) 1.864 1.860
r0 (Å) 2.667 2.321

Figure 1. Normalized distribution of instantaneous fundamental
vibrational line shifts relative to the gas-phase frequencyω0 for I2, ICl,
and two fictitious solutes: I2 with the potential parameters of ICl and
ICl with the potential parameters reversed. Error bars, shown at selected
intervals, represent a 95% confidence level. All simulations were carried
out in Xe at 244 K,F ) 2.5 g/cm3.

TABLE 2: Calculated 0 f 1 Vibrational Frequencies (in
cm-1) in the Gas Phase and in Liquid Xe

system
gas phase

ω0

solvated
〈ω〉 - ω0

solvated

x〈(ω - ω0)
2〉

I2 212.4 2.7 3.5
ICl 380.0 3.4 5.0
I2 with ICl potentials 250.8 2.1 2.8
ICl with potentials reversed 380.0 3.8 5.6
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tail of the distribution of frequencies for this fictitious solute
extends further than that of ICl. Thus, the increase in strong
blue-shifting interactions coincides with an increase in the size
of the lighter atom relative to that of the heavier solute atom.
These comparisons hint that the solvent configurations leading
to the largest blue shifts involve interactions with the lighter
end of the asymmetric solute molecules.

3.2. Solvent Atom Contributions to Vibrational Line
Shifts. In this section, we address the important question: How
many solvent atoms are involved in determining the line shift?
As described in section 2.1, at each time step in the vibrationally
adiabatic mixed quantum-classical simulation, the instantaneous
line shift in the fundamental frequency,∆ω ) ω - ω0, is
calculated. Contributions to∆ω that depend explicitly on
individual solute-solvent interactions are then given by
∆V01

(j)/p. These were calculated for each Xe atom at every tenth
time step and ranked in descending order:

The sum over Xe atoms in the line shift expression, eq 8, can
then be truncated to include only thek largest contributions
∆V01

(j)/p, as follows:

where

It should be noted that the full, implicit solvent effect on∆ω01
(0)

through changes inφ0 and φ1 is retained. Figure S1 in
Supporting Information shows how these implicit solvent effects
vary with I2 and ICl line shifts. The kinetic (∆T01

r ) and Morse
potential (∆V̂01

AB) terms along the vibrating degree of freedom
increase relative to their gas-phase values as the solute vibration
is blue shifted. This is due to a decrease in〈r̂〉 relative to the
gas-phase equilibrium bond distancereq, and results in a small
enhancement of instantaneous, solvent-induced vibrational blue
shifts. The rotational kinetic energy term (∆T01

e ), not present in
the gas phase, leads to a negative (red shifting) contribution.
This term is small when〈r̂〉 is less thanreq but takes on larger
negative values as〈r̂〉 increases beyondreq. The extent to which
∆T01

e enhances solvent-induced vibrational red shifts also
depends on the rotational momentumpe. Notably, ∆ω01

(0)

increases monotonically with the vibrational line shift and is
only slightly negative for∆ω ∼ 0 cm-1. As a result, the
truncated line shifts∆ω(k) vary in the same direction as the
additive terms∑i)1

k ∆V01
(Ranki)/p, which also determine the sign

of the line shift except for a small offset near zero.

Clearly,∆ω(k) converges to the total line shift ask f N - 1.
The rapidity of the convergence is a measure of the number of
solvent atoms determining the line shift. We note that at the
simulation density of 2.5 g/cm3, on average, less than 50 solvent
atoms are found within the Lennard-Jones cutoff radius of 10
Å. Distributions P(∆ω(k)) of the truncated line shifts from
simulations on I2 and ICl solutes are plotted fork ) 1, 2, 3, 5,
10, and 20 in Figure 2 and are compared with the total
vibrational line shift distribution. Figure 2 also shows residuals

Figure 2. Normalized frequency distribution of total line shifts and truncated sums, see eq 10, representing contributions from thek strongest
interactions: (a) I2 line shifts fork ) 1, 2, and 3; (b) ICl line shifts fork ) 1, 2, and 3; (c) I2 line shifts fork ) 5, 10, and 20; (d) ICl line shifts
for k ) 5, 10, and 20. DistributionsP(∆ω) of total line shifts are shown in black, while distributions of truncated sumsP(∆ω(k)), which only take
into account the topk contributions, are shown in red (k ) 1, 5), blue (k ) 2, 10), and green (k ) 3, 20). Also shown are the residuals,P(∆ω(k))
- P(∆ω). Error bars are displayed in black at intervals, except on the residuals fork ) 5 and 10. Errors on the residuals fork ) 5 and 10 are similar
to those on the residuals fork ) 20.

∆V01
(Rank1)g∆V01

(Rank2)g ‚‚‚ g ∆V01
(RankN-1) (9)

∆ω(k) ) ∆ω01
(0) + [∑

i)1

k

∆V01
(Ranki)]/p (10)

k eN - 1
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that are obtained by subtracting the total distribution,P(∆ω),
from P(∆ω(k)).

By showing the significance of successive solvent atom
contributions to the solute line shift, this approach relates the
full MD results to simplified models of vibrational dynamics
such as the isolated binary collision (IBC) model. If the
distribution of values for the first truncated expression,∆ω(1),
closely approximates the distribution of total line shifts,∆ω,
then the IBC model is accurate; that is, the single strongest
instantaneous solute-solvent potential contribution is sufficient.
More generally, residual differences between the distribution
of the kth truncated expression and that of the total allow a
quantitative analysis of the systematic error incurred when
spectral diffusion is attributed to a limited number of solute-
solvent interactions.

Interestingly, the distribution of∆ω(1) is quite different from
the total distribution. As shown by the red curves in Figure 2a,b,
the blue-shifted (∆ω(k) > 0) and red-shifted (∆ω(k) < 0) branches
are separated by a jagged discontinuity in the distribution. This
is due to the vanishing number of individual contributions,
∆V01

1 /p, that are both exactly equal to zero and simultaneously
the largest solute-solvent potential contribution to the line
shift.53 On the blue-shifted side, the distribution of truncated
sums,∆ω(1), is narrower than that of the total line shifts,∆ω.
This shows that the cumulative effects of multiple solute-
solvent interactions are necessary to explain many of the
strongest blue shifts. The difference between the distribution
of ∆ω(1) and that of∆ω can also be seen in the residuals, plotted
below the distributions in Figure 2. Residuals clarify the deficit
in the blue-shifted tail, beginning at∆ω(1) ≈ 3 cm-1 for I2 and
at ∆ω(1) ≈ 2.5 cm-1 for ICl. This deficit is naturally compen-
sated by an increased population of smaller blue shifts since
both distributions are normalized. The residuals are larger for
I2 than for ICl, indicating that an isolated binary collision model
is more accurate for the asymmetric ICl solute than for I2.
Tellingly, the maximum of theP(∆ω(1)) - P(∆ω) residual is
nearly as large as that ofP(∆ω) itself, even for ICl. This shows
the limitations of a model based on isolated binary solute-
solvent interactions for the distribution of vibrational line shifts,
even for systems dominated by short-range interactions.

Given that the distribution of line shifts is not the result of
strictly binary and isolated interactions, we next consider the
combined effect of a few strong collisions on the line shift. As
illustrated in Figure 2a,b (top panels), the distributionsP(∆ω(k))
clearly are in closer agreement with the total distributions,
P(∆ω), ask increases. The nature of these successive improve-
ments is seen in the residuals,P(∆ω(k)) - P(∆ω) (below top
panels). Whereas the residualsP(∆ω(1)) - P(∆ω) clearly show
a deficit of strong blue shifts and an excess of weak blue shifts,

the residualsP(∆ω(3)) - P(∆ω) for strong blue shifts are
indistinguishable from zero within statistical error. This shows
that strong blue shifts can be attributed to simultaneous
contributions from only two or three Xe atoms. However, the
residuals also reveal that there are fewer strong red shifts in
the distributionsP(∆ω(3)) for I2 and ICl than forP(∆ω(1)). For
I2, the residualsP(∆ω(3)) - P(∆ω) show a deficit of red shifts.
In this case, the distribution of vibrational red shifts is better
described by an “isolated, binary” model than by an expanded
model with a few strong interactions; however, in addition to
the simple “collisional” physical picture, these red shifts also
depend on the approach geometry (see section 3.3).

With additional contributions to the I2 and ICl vibrational
line shifts, the distributionsP(∆ω(k)) converge towardP(∆ω)
as shown in Figure 2c,d. The peaks of the distributionsP(∆ω)
are better described byP(∆ω(10)) (blue curves) andP(∆ω(20))
(green curves) than byP(∆ω(5)) (red curves). Further, the
number of interactions required to fully converge the distribu-
tions illustrates an important distinction between solvent atoms
in the first and second solvation shell. In our simulations,
roughly 12-15 solvent atoms are found in the first solvation
shell. This distinction emerges upon comparing the residuals
P(∆ω(10)) - P(∆ω) andP(∆ω(20)) - P(∆ω) (bottom panels).
Qualitatively, the residualsP(∆ω(5)) - P(∆ω) and P(∆ω(10))
- P(∆ω) have similar average and maximum values. In contrast,
the residualsP(∆ω(20)) - P(∆ω) are indistinguishable from zero
within statistical error. Returning to the distributionsP(∆ω(10))
(blue curves) andP(∆ω(20)) (green curves), a closer look shows
that the entire distributionP(∆ω(20)) lies slightly to the left of
P(∆ω(10)). The corresponding residuals show that this slight red
shift effectively “fills in” the deficit of small red shifts from an
excess of small blue shifts. This is because the strongest 10
solute-solvent interactions tend to involve solvent atoms in the
first solvation shell, while the next 10 largest solute-solvent
interactions tend to involve atoms in the second solvation shell.
Long-range attractive interactions from the second solvation
shell are predominantly red shifting, and result in a small,
constant shift of the entire distribution of line shifts toward the
red. This outer solvation shell effect, while small, is necessary
to fully converge the distributions of I2 and ICl line shifts within
error.

In summary, consideration of only a single solute-solvent
interaction leads to a distribution of line shifts that is too narrow
and misses the largest blue shifts. These larger blue shifts are
clearly determined by the two or three strongest solute-solvent
interactions. Further, a quantitative description of the distribu-
tions of I2 and ICl vibrational line shifts not only requires a
description of the solvent atoms that are nearest neighbors to

Figure 3. Three largest average absolute contributions of Xe atoms to the line shift, as given by eq 11, vs the sum of solute-solvent contributions
to (a) I2 and (b) ICl line shifts. Dashed lines represent the sum of solute-solvent contributions.
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the solute but also must account for long-range attractions with
the second solvation shell.

The distributions in Figure 2 provide insight into the
combined effect on the line shift from a number of solvent
atoms. Indirectly, these distributions suggest that the strongest
blue shifts come from two or three simultaneous blue-shifting
interactions while a single solute-solvent interaction may be
largely responsible for the strongest red shifts, and many
interactions may cancel to give smaller line shifts. To directly
probe the relative magnitudes of the contributions from suc-
cessive solvent atoms, snapshots from each trajectory were
sorted into a histogram based on the instantaneous sum of the
solute-solvent contributions, [∑i)1

N ∆V(i)]/p ) ∆ω - ∆ω(0).
Within each histogram bin of width 1 cm-1, the average
magnitude of each successive solute-solvent contribution was
determined:

for atom rankedi e N - 1 whereL - ε < ∆ω - ∆ω(0) < L
+ ε andε ) 0.5 cm-1. If all of the Xe atom contributions were
of the same sign at any given instant, the sum of these averaged,
absolute contributions would equal the averaged, absolute value
of the total line shift. Accordingly, cancellation between
simultaneous red-shifting and blue-shifting interactions is
quantified as the difference in magnitude between the sum of
absolute and the sum of signed solute-solvent contributions
and is averaged within each histogram bin:

for atoms ranked up tok e N - 1 whereL - ε < ∆ω - ∆ω(0)

< L + ε andε ) 0.5 cm-1.
Absolute magnitudes of the three largest solute-solvent

contributions to the line shift are plotted against∆ω - ∆ω(0)

for I2 and ICl in Figure 3. Despite large error bars toward the
tails of the total frequency distributions, clear trends in the

averages can be identified over an intermediate range. There is
nearly a linear correlation between the magnitude of the
strongest contributing interaction and that of the total line shift.
This trend supports the general conclusion that a single solvent
atom plays a major role in determining the line shift at any
instant in time. For vibrational red shifts, the strongest solute-
solvent contribution is very nearly equal in magnitude to the
sum of all contributions. The same is not true of vibrational
blue shifts. A linear fit shows that the strongest solute-solvent
interaction accounts for∼70% of solute-solvent contributions
to I2 blue shifts, while for ICl, the percentage rises to∼80%.
The average magnitude of second-ranked contributions also
increases with that of the total line shift, although this correlation
is not as linear. For I2, the second largest absolute contribution
is approximately 20% of the sum of solute-solvent contribu-
tions; for ICl, the second largest contribution amounts to∼10-
20%. These results show that at least two solute-solvent
interactions play an important role in line broadening by
contributing to stronger blue shifts.

Figure 4 completes the picture by explaining why vibrational
red shifts are well described within an “isolated, binary” model
of solute-solvent interactions, whereas blue shifts are not. The
average magnitude of the cancellation between the 20 largest
contributing Xe atoms, defined in eq 12, is shown in Figure 4,
as a function of the total I2 and ICl line shifts. Not surprisingly,
cancellation is maximized at total line shifts near zero; these
small line shifts naturally result from the nearly complete
cancellation of nonzero contributions to the line shift from
multiple Xe atoms. At this maximum, the magnitude of the
cancellation is nearly 3 cm-1 for ICl and ∼3.5 cm-1 for I2. It
is interesting to compare the magnitude that is cancelled out to
the total absolute value of the second through 20th contributions.
Depending on whether the total line shift is toward the red or
blue, this comparison differs qualitatively. When the solute
vibration is red shifted, essentially all of the contributions
beyond the strongest one are cancelled out on average. When
the solute vibration is blue shifted, cancellation decreases to a
value that is clearly less than the absolute value of additional
solute-solvent contributions. The lower panels show that

Figure 4. Sum of absolute values of the second through thekth Xe atom contributions to the line shift, as given by eq 11, and cancellation between
the topk contributions as defined in eq 12,k ) 2, 3, 20 vs the sum of solute-solvent contributions to the line shift for (a) I2 line shifts and (b) ICl
line shifts.

Average Absolute Contribution) [〈|∆V01
(Ranki)|〉L]/p (11)

Average Cancellation)

[〈(∑
i)1

k

|∆V01
(Ranki)|) - |∑

i)1

k

∆V01
(Ranki)|〉L]/p (12)
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cancellation between the first two atoms drops to a negligible
amount when the total line shift is toward the blue. Even the
third largest solute-solvent interaction contributes more to blue
shifts than to cancellation. For example, when the I2 vibration
is blue shifted by 10 cm-1, the third-ranked solute-solvent
interaction alone contributes∼1 cm-1; only about 0.2 cm-1 of
this contribution cancels out on average. From this analysis, a
mechanistic picture emerges that describes how a solute
vibration is influenced by multiple interactions with nearby
solvent atoms. Strong blue-shifting interactions generally occur
through a concerted mechanism that involves two or three
significant contributors, whereas strong red-shifting interactions
generally do not. The following spatial analysis seeks to clarify
these two distinct mechanisms.

3.3. Spatial Distribution of Contributing Solvent Atoms.
A complete molecular-level view of the vibrational dynamics
should provide a picture that ties the solute vibrational line shift
to particular configurations of the solvent around the solute.
From the results presented above, it is clear that the strongest
few solute-solvent interactions have a profound effect on the
line shift. We now turn our attention to the characteristic spatial
distributions of these Xe atoms contributing most strongly to
the total line shift.

3.3.1. I2 in Liquid Xe.Two examples of these distributions
are presented in Figure 5, which shows filled contour plots of
the spatial distribution of the Xe atom with the largest
contribution to the line shift. The distributions are plotted in
two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, where the axial sym-
metry of the diatomic solute has been used to project the data
onto the upper half of a plane. Results are shown for two
cases: total blue shifts in the largest 25% and total red shifts in
the largest 25% (by magnitude). Dotted contour lines are used
for clarity, and shades of blue are used to indicate blue-shifting
contributions while shades of pink to red are used for red-
shifting contributions. In order to place the distributions in
context, the I2-Xe van der Waals contact radius is shown as is
the location of the minimum in the I2-Xe Lennard-Jones
potential.

The left panel of Figure 5 shows that the top-ranked Xe atom
contributors to the top 25% of total blue shifts are centered at
the van der Waals contact radius,σI-Xe; that is, they are
accessing the repulsive part of the I-Xe potential. Further, these
Xe atoms are undergoing these repulsive interactions near the
ends of the I2 molecule, indicating that strong blue shifts arise
from end-on, collisional interactions. These blue shifts therefore
derive from the compression of the vibrating I2 molecule along
the bond axis by the Xe solvent atom. In contrast, spatial
distributions for the top-ranked contributors to the top 25% (by
magnitude) of total I2 red shifts are dramatically different, as
shown in the right panel of Figure 5. While the distribution for
blue shifts exhibits a single kind of interaction, there are two

motifs for the red shifts. The major part of the distribution
corresponds to the Xe atom situated in a T-shaped configuration
near the center-of-mass of the I2 molecule. The distribution is
centered inside the minimum in the interaction potential and
thus represents repulsive I-Xe interactions. The repulsive
interactions from this T-shaped geometry serve to push the
atoms of the I2 molecule apart, thereby red shifting the
vibrational frequency. A minor component of the distribution
involves a Xe atom in an end-on configuration beyond the
minimum of the Lennard-Jones potential well. These weaker
I2-Xe interactions fall on the attractive tail of the potential,
indicating that the Xe atom serves to pull the I2 molecule apart
in the direction of the bond axis. Although a smaller part of the
distribution than the repulsive interactions, to be part of this
distribution, they must be (at times) the most important single
interaction. Clearly, the Xe atom contributing the most to a line
shift can be in any one of these three types of locations with
respect to the I2 solute.

As discussed above, the line shift cannot generally be
attributed to a single Xe solvent atom. Thus, it is instructive to
look at the spatial distributions for the Xe atoms that make the
second and third largest contributions to the total line shift.
These are shown in Figure 6, for different parts of the I2

instantaneous vibrational frequency distribution. Specifically,
the blue-shifted side of the frequency distribution has been
divided up into four parts, and spatial distributions are shown
for the first, or top, quartile of blue-shifted frequencies and the
fourth quartile (smallest blue shifts); analogous results are shown
for the red-shifted side of the frequency distribution. Recall that
the three largest Xe atom contributions to the line shift can either
cooperate to enhance the total line shift or cancel to decrease
the total line shift.

As was seen from Figure 2, large blue shifts generally result
from the additive contributions of at least two Xe atoms
interacting simultaneously. This is further illustrated by the
spatial distributions of the three largest-contributing Xe atoms,
which are plotted in the top row of Figure 6 for the largest 25%
of the blue shifts. These spatial distributions show that the
second strongest contribution is nearly always from a repulsive,
end-on I-Xe interaction. The repulsive interaction arises from
a Xe atom that is slightly further out on the repulsive wall than
the largest-contributing Xe atom and also angled slightly closer
to the center of the I2 molecule. There are two minor components
of the distribution that correspond to red-shifting interactions,
a T-shaped geometry with the Xe atom near the I2 center-of-
mass and end-on configurations with the Xe atom in the
attractive region of the I-Xe Lennard-Jones potential. The
spatial distribution for the third strongest contributing Xe atom
has the same general features as that for the second. The primary
differences are that the repulsive, end-on geometries that lead
to blue shifting are less dominant, correspond to Xe atoms
slightly further out on the repulsive wall, and are angled slightly
further from the bond axis. These observations are consistent
with the truncated frequency distributions shown in Figure 2a
for the top three contributing Xe atoms.

Figure 2 also shows that the effect of multiple I2-Xe
interactions on red shifts is less dramatic. The spatial distribu-
tions for the three largest-contributing Xe atoms giving rise to
the largest 25% of red shifts are shown in the bottom row of
Figure 6. These distributions show that the second- and third-
ranked contributions to the line shift are predominantly red-
shifting, with either attractive, end-on geometries or T-shaped,
repulsive geometries. The small percentage of Xe atoms found
in repulsive, off-center geometries results only in minor blue-

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of the Xe atoms with the largest
instantaneous contribution to the I2 line shift in the following regions
of the frequency distribution: left, top 25% of total blue shifts; and
right, top 25% of total red shifts. The inner solid black line shows the
van der Waals contact radii for the solute atoms and a Xe atom,σI-Xe,
while the outer black line indicates the bottom of the Lennard-Jones
potential well,x6 2σI-Xe.
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shifting contributions. These distributions indicate that strong
I2 red shifts occur only when strong blue-shifting interactions
are not present.

Smaller total line shifts arise when red-shifting and blue-
shifting interactions of a similar magnitude occur simulta-
neously. The middle two rows of Figure 6 display the spatial
distributions of the three Xe atoms that contribute the most to
the total line shift when that line shift is in the bottom 25% of
blue shifts or the bottom 25% of red shifts. In both cases, that
is, independent of whether the total line shift is blue or red, the
strongest I2-Xe interaction may be either blue-shifting (repul-
sive, end-on) or red-shifting (T-shaped or attractive, end-on).
The spatial distribution for small blue shifts is weighted more
to repulsive, end-on configurations, while the distribution for
small red shifts is weighted more to T-shaped and attractive,
end-on configurations. Interestingly, for both small blue shifts
and small red shifts, the second-largest Xe atom contribution
is almost always a red-shifting one. The spatial distribution for
the third-ranked Xe atom contains significant components from
all three types of interactions and thus may be either weakly
red shifting or weakly blue shifting. However, in the distribution
for the bottom 25% of red shifts, a new, fourth motif arises in
which the Xe atom is in a T-shaped geometry but in the
attractive part of the potential. Thus, it causes a blue shift by
pulling together the two atoms of the I2 molecule. Taken
together, these spatial distributions illustrate that when there
are no strong collisional interactions, a collection of smaller
contributions combine either constructively or destructively to
give small red shifts or blue shifts.

3.3.2. ICl in Liquid Xe.Spatial distributions also provide
detailed insight into the correlation between Xe atom positions

and vibrational line shift contributions for the asymmetric
molecule ICl, providing an important comparison with I2. The
spatial distributions for Xe atoms that contribute strongly to
the ICl total line shift are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7
shows distributions for the Xe atom with the largest contribution
when the ICl blue shift is in the top 25% of observed blue shifts
and the analogous distribution for the largest 25% of red shifts.
Most notably, the strongest contributing Xe atom is found only
in an end-on configuration on the Cl side of the molecule when
ICl is strongly blue-shifted. As with I2, these end-on configura-
tions feature Xe on the repulsive wall of the Cl-Xe potential,
compressing the diatomic bond. Similarly, attractive, end-on
interactions between ICl and Xe atoms beyond the potential
well minimum, which can at times be the strongest red-shifting
interaction, are also concentrated at the Cl end of the solute.
Just as with the I2 solute, side-on (T-shaped) geometries are
the dominant configuration giving rise to strong red shifts. The
major difference between the I2 and ICl solutes is the possibility
of interactions between the solvent atoms and the lighter and
smaller Cl atom. Figure 7 identifies these Cl-Xe interactions
as top contributors to the strongest vibrational line shifts.

Figure 8 provides a fuller picture of how Xe atom configura-
tions relative to the ICl solute correspond to larger and smaller
blue shifts and red shifts. The first row of Figure 8 shows the

Figure 6. Spatial distributions for solvent atoms contributing to I2 line shifts in the following regions of the frequency distribution: (a) top 25%
of total blue shifts, (b) bottom 25% of total blue shifts, (c) bottom 25% of total red shifts, and (d) top 25% of total red shifts. Spatial distributions
are given for the top three contributing solute-solvent interactions.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 5 but for the ICl solute.
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spatial distributions of the Xe atoms with the three largest
contributions to the line shift when the total line shift is in the
largest 25% of blue shifts. The distributions for the Xe atoms
with the second and third largest contributions to these large
blue shifts are in one sense qualitatively similar to those for I2.
Namely, the weaker interactions involve Xe atoms further down
the repulsive wall, and some likelihood of red-shifting interac-
tions (both T-shaped and end-on) is observed. However, the
asymmetry is significant, showing that I-Xe interactions have
a weaker blue-shifting effect on the ICl vibration. The spatial
distributions for the three largest contributors to the line shift
are plotted for large total red shifts in the bottom row of Figure
8. These show that large red shifts arise primarily from T-shaped
configurations with Xe on the repulsive wall of the ICl-Xe
potential and, to a lesser extent, with Xe atoms in attractive,
end-on interactions with the Cl end of the molecule. Attractive,
end-on configurations with Xe on the I side of the molecule
contribute more weakly as second- or third-ranked interactions,
along with weakly blue-shifting configurations in which Xe is
just within the potential minimum, and is angled far from the
bond axis, closer to the I end of ICl, or both. Small total red
shifts or blue shifts, as shown in the middle two rows of Figure
8, arise from a combination of several weaker interactions in
the absence of stronger collisional contributions. Namely, the
Xe atom making the strongest contribution can be either red
shifting or blue shifting if the total line shift is small. As with
I2, the Xe atom with the second-largest contribution to the line
shift is almost always red shifting, while the third-ranked Xe
atom can have either a red shifting or a blue shifting effect.
Hence, the primary difference between I2 and ICl is that, for
the latter, the Xe atoms interact more effectively with the Cl
side of the molecule.

The comparison of the spatial distributions for I2 and ICl
raises the questions: Why do the Xe atoms shift the vibrational
frequency most effectively through interaction with the Cl atom?
Is this an effect of the mass or the potential? This issue can be
addressed by examining the spatial distributions for the Xe atoms
around one of the fictitious solute molecules discussed above,
for which the potential parameters of I and Cl are reversed. In
Figure 9 the distributions for the Xe atom with the largest
contribution to the line shift are shown for this fictitious solute.
Distributions are plotted for the top 25% of blue shifts and the
top 25% of red shifts, analogous to Figures 5 and 7. Just as
with the ICl molecule, the strongest blue-shifting interactions
involve a Xe atom in a repulsive, end-on configuration at the
lighter (but now larger) end of the fictitious solute. Similarly,
attractive, end-on configurations that are top contributors to
stronger red shifts are focused near the lighter end. In both cases,
the distributions are shifted relative to ICl in accord with the
new van der Waals radii. Because the lighter atom is larger
than Cl, end-on interactions are distributed over a broader spatial

Figure 8. Same as Figure 6 but for the ICl solute.

Figure 9. Spatial distribution of solvent atoms with the top contribution
to fictitious solute line shifts in the following regions of the distribu-
tion: (a) top 25% of total blue shifts, and (b) top 25% of total red
shifts. Outlines depictσ andx6 2(σ) for this fictitious solute molecule,
as in previous figures. Solute masses are the same as those used for
ICl, but the potential parameters of the atoms are reversed in the
fictitious solute. See text for further discussion.
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region. This explains why strong blue shifts are even more
prevalent for the fictitious solute than for ICl. Although not
shown here (see Supporting Information), distributions of the
second and third strongest contributing solvent atoms for blue
shifts and red shifts of this fictitious solute are qualitatively the
same as those of ICl shown in Figure 7. The top two
contributions to strong blue shifts are mostly blue-shifting
interactions and are distributed preferentially toward the lighter
end; also, red-shifting attractive interactions are distributed
preferentially toward the lighter end. For both ICl and the
fictitious solute, interactions with the lighter atom clearly lead
to more substantial changes in the solute vibrational frequency.
This mechanism is consistent with the idea that strong blue shifts
are more prevalent for ICl than for I2 because Cl is lighter.

3.4. Instantaneous and Time-Averaged Asymmetry.The
analysis presented in section 3.2 showed that typically one Xe
atom is responsible for a majority of the vibrational line shift
but the total blue shift is sensitive to contributions from multiple
solvent atoms. In section 3.3, it was further demonstrated that
strong blue-shifting contributions are associated with solvent
atoms near the ends of the solute molecule. We now attempt to
clarify whether cooperative blue-shifting contributions come
from the same or opposite ends of the solute molecule. For each
1 cm-1 wide histogram bin of the total line shift distribution, a
dividing plane is placed between the “left” and the “right” atoms
at the intersection of the van der Waals radii of the two solute
atoms. The instantaneous asymmetry in blue-shifting contribu-
tions is then defined:

whereL - ε < ∆ω < L + ε, ε ) 0.5 cm-1, and∆ωj ) ∆V01
j /p.

In the limit that a single, strong blue-shifting interaction accounts
for the total line shift, instantaneous asymmetry should be unity

at all times, regardless of the inherent spatial symmetry of the
solute molecule. Time-averaged asymmetry was also evaluat-
ed,on the basis of the signed differences between contributions
at the left and right end of the solute:

whereL - ε < ∆ω < L + ε, ε ) 0.5 cm-1, and∆ωj ) ∆V01
j /p.

Both are fractional measures; time-averaged asymmetry can vary
between-1 and 1 while instantaneous asymmetry is always
positive and varies between 0 and 1. Another metric that also
varies between 0 and 1 is the conditional probability that a given
blue-shifting contribution comes from the same side as the
strongest blue-shifting interaction; see Figure 10. When several
blue-shifting contributions are important, this can provide clues
as to the instantaneous configuration of these solvent atoms.

The calculated instantaneous and time-averaged asymmetries
in the blue-shifting contributions as a function of the total line
shift are shown for the symmetric I2 solute in Figure 10a. As
expected, the time-averaged asymmetry is zero for all values
of the total vibrational line shift; this is merely a confirmation
that we have sufficient statistical sampling. The instantaneous
asymmetry is nonzero, but remains about the same (ap-
proximately 0.5) over the whole range of line shifts. This is
surprising, given that the strongest I2-solvent interaction
contributes∼65% to I2 blue shifts. The probabilities in Figure
10c show that when the total line shift is toward the blue, the
second- and third-largest blue-shifting contributions are more
likely to come from solute atoms on the opposite end of I2.
These help to compensate for the disproportionate strength of
the largest blue-shifting contribution, keeping the instantaneous
asymmetry to about 0.5 as shown in the top panel.

For the inherently asymmetric ICl molecule (Figure 10b), the
time-averaged asymmetry of the blue-shifting contributions is

Figure 10. Top panels: averaged and instantaneous asymmetry of all blue shifting contributions for (a) I2 and (b) ICl. The conditional probability
that thekth blue-shifting solute-solvent interaction is on the same side as the strongest blue-shifting interaction, given the total line shifts on the
abcissa for (c) I2 and (d) ICl.
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nonzero and varies with the total line shift. Interestingly, this
time-averaged asymmetry is approximately-0.5 to -0.25
(toward the heavy end of the ICl solute) when the total line
shift is toward the red, but it climbs sharply when the line shift
is toward the blue and eventually matches the instantaneous
asymmetry. This reflects the increased magnitude of blue-
shifting contributions near the lighter Cl end of ICl. Instanta-
neous asymmetry is near 0.5 when the vibrational frequency is
red-shifted, but predictably increases with the magnitude of
overall blue shifts. Also, because the second largest blue-shifting
contribution increases with the magnitude of the total blue shift,
and because of the preference for stronger interactions toward
the lighter end of ICl, the two largest contributions are more
likely to come from the same side of the solute than is the case
for I2. For large blue shifts, the second contributions are nearly
equally likely to come from either side of ICl.54 As shown in
Figure 10d, third-ranked blue-shifting contributions are more
likely to come from the opposite, heavier end of ICl, regardless
of the total line shift.

Asymmetry is one way of relating the total line shift to the
configuration of blue shifting solvent atoms around the solute.
In the case of I2, the second- and third-ranked blue-shifting
interactions are more likely to occur on the side opposite from
the strongest one. An instantaneous asymmetry of about 0.5 is
maintained, regardless of the line shift. For ICl, the larger blue-
shifting interactions occur near the lighter end of the solute. In
this case, both instantaneous and time-averaged asymmetry
increase with larger blue shifts, and they are identical for blue
shifts larger than∼10 cm-1.

4. Conclusion

Mixed quantum-classical simulations have been analyzed to
provide a mechanistic explanation for spectral diffusion that
gives rise to vibrational frequency distributions for I2 and ICl
in liquid Xe. Spectral diffusion has been explained in terms of
instantaneous solute-solvent interactions. Interactions with all
solvent atoms in the first and second solvation shell are required
to quantitatively reproduce the line shift distribution. However,
the qualitative features are captured by the contributions from
one solvent atom for the red shifts and two or three solvent
atoms for the blue shifts. Strong blue shifts arise as a result of
repulsive interactions with solvent atoms near the ends of the
solute. These occur when the solute is compressed by solvent
atoms along the bond axis. While there is always one strongest
solute-solvent interaction, there are also strong repulsive
interactions with one or two additional solvent atoms near the
ends of the solute. For strong (10-20 cm-1) blue shifts, the
second most important solute-solvent interaction accounts for
an average of∼10-20% of the line shift. For I2, these additional
interactions are more likely to involve solvent atoms on the
opposite end that can be thought of as effectively holding the
solute in place. Strong red shifts arise as a result of repulsive
interactions with a solvent atom positioned near the center-of-
mass of the solute and perpendicular to the bond axis in a
T-shaped geometry. This interaction pushes the solute atoms
apart, lengthening the bond axis. Other solute-solvent interac-
tions effectively cancel out and do not significantly change the
magnitude of the line shift. Strong red shifts occur when there
are no solvent atoms sufficiently close to the ends of the solute
to compress the bond axis. These simulations suggest that an
isolated binary collision model is not sufficient to explain the
distribution of vibrational line shifts. Only the red shifts can be
viewed qualitatively in terms of a single solute-solvent
interaction because of the nearly wholesale cancellation of the

smaller contributing red shifts. Additionally, the sign and
magnitude of each solute-solvent contribution to the line shift
is strongly dependent on both distance and the interaction angle
(perpendicular or end-on).

The asymmetry of the ICl molecule offers an interesting point
of contrast. Solvent atoms that are closer to the lighter Cl atom
have a larger impact on vibrational line shifts than those that
are near the heavier I atom. Simulations with a fictitious solute
confirm that this enhancement is due to the lighter mass of Cl,
not the atom-dependent potential parameters. Because the
strongest end-on interactions are blue shifting, the most notice-
able effect is the increase in strong blue shifts. This explains
why the frequency distribution for ICl includes more strong blue
shifts than that of I2 in the same liquid Xe environment.

For a quantitatively accurate model of the entire I2 or ICl
frequency distribution, attractive interactions with solvent atoms
in the second solvation shell must also be taken into account.
Solvent atoms that are further out on the attractive tail of the
potential have a smaller but opposite effect: end-on interactions
pull the solute atoms apart along the bond axis, and T-shaped
interactions pull them together. In these simulations,∼20
solute-solvent interactions were needed to reproduce the
distribution of line shifts within a 95% confidence interval.

Some of these conclusions bear a resemblance to the behavior
of I2 and ICl in clusters with one or more rare gas atoms. Stable
van der Waals complexes are known to form with a single rare
gas atom in both linear and T-shaped geometries, and their
vibrational relaxation has been studied in detail by experiment
and theory.55-58 However, these clusters likely do not access
the more repulsive regions of the ground state potential that
appear to influence frequency shifts in the condensed phase.
An interesting comparison arises with I2

- vibrational line shifts
in clusters of the form I2- (Ar)n, which are more tightly bound
because of the negative charge.59 A slight red shift was reported
for I2

- (Ar)6 clusters with Ar arranged around the center of the
I2

- bond axis, and the frequency was blue shifted incrementally
as Ar atoms were added near the ends of I2

-. Our analysis of
condensed-phase frequency shifts is consistent with the physical
picture from these ion-cluster experiments, which both indicate
that the relevant solute-solvent interactions are primarily
repulsive.59

The present work focuses on spectral diffusion in bulk Xe, a
simple model liquid. Further work is necessary to extend this
view to more realistic, polar solvents; more accurate modeling
of the interactions may also be required.60 By directly relating
the vibrational frequency distribution to the liquid structure, this
approach will be useful in future studies to explain the effects
of confinement on vibrational spectra. In a confined liquid,
significant anisotropy may arise because of solvent packing as
well as solute-wall interactions. If repulsive interactions act
along the solute vibration, a stronger blue-shifting effect would
be expected by analogy to the present results, while red shifts
would be expected for interactions perpendicular to the bond.
Another layer of complexity is added by possible contributions
from long-range attractive forces within a polar solvent.61

While this paper describes the molecular-level mechanisms
of vibrational spectral shifts for the simple I2 in Xe system, the
approaches are readily applicable to more complex solutes and
solvents. For example, in polar systems contributions to
frequency shifts can be assigned not only to individual solvent
molecules/atoms but also to Lennard-Jones or Coulombic
interactions. Further, we have previously demonstrated that
analogous mechanistic information can be extracted for vibra-
tional energy relaxation through the nonadiabatic coupling.31,29
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We are currently applying these approaches to complex
heterogeneous systems, specifically, solutes dissolved in liquids
that are confined on nanometer length scales, where the effect
of the interface on the vibrational spectra and relaxation times
is an important issue.
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